
 



 



Appendix I: Long-Term Confidentiality Justification for Internal Photos 
 
 
 

Justification for Internal Photos and User Manual Having Long-Term Confidentiality 
 
7) a-2   NDA clause:      
 
     All Schindler employees, contractors, and customers receiving the IoEE AHEAD IoT device (a.k.a) 
CB3 and preceding and/or following on devices are required to sign a specific NDA protecting the IP of 
the CB3.  This is our standards (no exceptions) practice.   Please see attached NDA. 
 
    Also,  all CB3 devices are installed/mounted in secured areas only.   Secured areas can be either of 
the following. 

1. Elevator hoist-way. 
2. Escalator machine pit/chase-way 
3. Elevator machine room 
4. Elevator controller enclosure. 

 
   For all of the above 4 installation areas the unit is secured beyond physical boundaries which are 
enforced with the following: 

1. Keyed secured entry points (locked doors):   
a. Traditional key/lock assembly,  
b. biometric,  
c. special elevator access key(s),  
d. pin pad locks. 

2. Identity verification:  
a. Schindler specific credentials,  
b. State/Government credentials 

3. Building security personnel.:   
a. Access control lists,  
b. physical challenge  
c. building access controls. 

4. Industry special knowledge on hoist-way access and equipment service keys 
a. Specialized training 

5. Secondary security by mounting within an outer secured enclosure. 
a. Mounted within other secured SEC equipment all behind the secure boundary 

  
     All CB3 devices are installed in such a manner to prevent physical access to only a very select, 
authorized personnel within Schindler Elevator Corporation. 
 
    Regarding the ownership of the CB3 devices. Schindler Elevator Corporation (SEC) does not sell, 
lease or make freely available to its customers, or the general public the CB3 or related devices or 
equipment.  For all CB3 installation, the CB3 device ownership is retained by SEC.  Please note that 
the CB3 device(s) are a component of a service offering that SEC sales/markets to its clients.  Our 
clients are purchasing information management services not physical equipment as it relates to our 
IoEE AHEAD services (e.g. CB3).  At no time does SEC release ownership of the devices, the SW or 
Intellectual Property (IP) associated with the CB3 device(s).  All such things are considered by SEC to 
be confidential, and/or highly sensitive IP related content. 
 
    Lastly, all and any information collected by the CB3 devices during operational use at client facilities 
is not directly distributed to clients or client representation/agents.  It is only after the information has 
been processed by many levels of SEC Information Management (IM) systems/services does the site- 
specific data become available as consumer accessible information.  Also note that the information 
provided to our clients Is not raw collected data.  It is heavily processed, cleansed, and represented in 
a separate consumer forward interface separate of the CB3 devices.   At no time does the  consumer 
of the data have direct access to the CB3 devices. 

 
 
 

 



Appendix II: Example NDA 

 



 

 
 



 

 



 

 


